FIREKING® TURTLE® FILE CABINET

Not too big, not too small.
It’s just the right size.
Protect your important documents and computer media from unforeseen disasters. With its compact 22" depth and offered
in 2- and 4-drawer vertical models the Turtle® files are a perfect fit for your home office or small business. Turtle® files are fire and
impact rated for paper and computer media. Both letter- and legal-sized documents can be filed in a Turtle® and a 4-pin key lock
is standard. Turtle® files are available in Arctic White (AW), Black Stone (BS), and Parchment (PA) colors.

FIRE PROTECTION FOR PAPER DOCUMENTS
AND COMPUTER MEDIA

The shell-hard, Turtle® line of products
underwent grueling testing procedures to
ensure that it passed intense fire and impact
ratings. With ratings of UL 1-hour Class 350
for paper, a 30 minute ETL verification for
computer media and a 30 foot impact rating;
each and every highly durable fire rated file
cabinet has been meticulously designed
and tested to offer the highest quality asset
protection. Coupled with compact and flexible
filing, the Turtle® vertical file cabinets are
perfectly designed to meet your unique home,
personal office, and/or small business needs.
Whether you are safeguarding everything
from your birth certificate and passport to
your valuable business records, you will find
the protection you need from FireKing®.
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Model No.

Description

Exterior (H x W x D)

Approx. Shipping Wt.

4R1822-C

4 Drawer Vertical

523⁄4" x 173⁄4" x 221⁄8"

435 lbs.

2R1822-C

2 Drawer Vertical

273⁄4" x 173⁄4" x 221⁄8"

251 lbs.

Accepts both legal- and letter-sized documents using a front-to-back or side-to-side filing system.
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SPECIFICATIONS
RECOMMENDED FILING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 2- AND 4-DRAWER VERTICAL FILES

411/8"
OVERALL DEPTH
WITH DRAWER
FULLY EXTENDED

DRAWER INSIDE WIDTH
123/16"

221/8"
CABINET DEPTH

151/8"
CLEAR DRAWER
DEPTH

LETTER FILING FRONT-TO-BACK

103/8"
CLEAR INSIDE
DRAWER HEIGHT

523/4"
4 DRAWER
OUTSIDE
HEIGHT

LEGAL FILING SIDE-TO-SIDE

173/4"

4 DRAWER TURTLE®

CABINET OUTSIDE WIDTH

FIRE AND IMPACT RATING

FINISH

DRAWER HEADS

The FireKing® Turtle® carries the
Underwriters Laboratories® “Insulated
Records Container” classification, which
includes a one-hour fire test of 1700˚F,
an explosion hazard test and a 30-foot
impact test.

An electrostatically applied powder
coating makes for the FireKing® Turtle’s
superior scratch, scuff and stain
resistance. Plus, a five-stage pre-finishing
treatment is provided for unmatched
adhesion and rust resistance.

FireKing Turtle drawer heads are formed
of welded steel and filled with gypsum
insulation. The drawer heads are
designed for a tight interlock with the
cabinet frame – making the drawers
extra-resistant to heat transfer.

ETL RATED FOR COMPUTER MEDIA

DRAWERS

DRAWER LOCK

The FireKing® Turtle® is verified for digital
media protection. Interteck ETL verified
to protect hard drives, CD’s, DVD’s and
flash drives from heat exposures up to
1550˚F for 30 minutes.

Suspension: A precision ball bearing
telescoping suspension, bayonet-mounted
to each drawer body, is securely
mounted with screws to metal posts in
the FireKing® Turtle’s file body.

A four-pin key lock provides general
locking of all FireKing® Turtle® drawers.

INSULATION

DRAWER BODIES

The FireKing® Turtle’s casting is of
100% gypsum insulation, and insulation
between all drawers makes each drawer
a separate insulated container.

Each FireKing® Turtle® drawer body is
built with high sides for use with hanging
folders – no additional frames are
required. Drawers are suitable for both
letter- and legal-sized filing. For lettersized documents, use a front-to-back filing
method; for legal-sized documents, use
a side-to-side system.

STEEL PANELS

All exterior FireKing® Turtle® steel panels
are replaceable in the field in the event of
minor damage.

DRAWER BYPASS

In its “up” position, a two-position drawer
catch allows that drawer to stay unlocked
while all others remain locked.
DRAWER PULLS

Recessed for better space utilization.
FREE REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

If your FireKing® Turtle® is ever required
to protect your information in a fire,
we will replace your FireKing® Turtle®
free of charge and ship it freight collect
to the original owner.
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